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**Today's Weather**

Mostly sunny: High: 68 Low: 33

**Quick Hits**

Students test knowledge in the College Bowl

The College Bowl will be held tonight in the Presidio and Copper rooms in the Student Union Memorial Center from 4 to 8. Teams who qualify will have a chance to test their knowledge against other teams from colleges in the Southwest in the Regional tournament Feb. 23 through 25.

Art on display in Student Union

Prints and paintings by artist Ernesto Trujillo are on display in the Union Gallery today from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. The anthology Metamorphic Expressions "is a collection of thoughts, ideas and emotions described with intense energy and garish colors," Trujillo said.

Alternative spring break for students

Alternative Breaks is now accepting applications for spring break. The program is organizing four service-oriented trips from March 11 through 19. Students will travel through the Southwest to Los Angeles, Catalina Island, and the Mexican cities of Ensenada and Nogales. Volunteers will participate in activities ranging from ecological conservation to community development. Applications are due by 5 p.m. tomorrow. They can be found on the program's Web site and submitted via e-mail to Sarah Lawrence at lawton@email.arizona.edu.
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President Candidate Yash Gupta started off his student forum yesterday by calling students "trustees" and the sole reason a university exists. "If you weren't here, this university wouldn't be here," Gupta told an audience of about 60 students. As a strategy for attempting to get funding from the legislature, Gupta said he would push the return and outcome of giving to state universities. Gupta said he wants to elevate the educational process to a level where minorities have an equal opportunity to receive education, and showing legislation the return and consequences for giving to universities could prove successful in securing funding. "We must align our priorities with their priorities," Gupta said. Looking to private donors as a source of funding wouldn't be out of the question, Gupta said. "We look at the country as generous as this nation," Gupta said, adding that last year the nation contributed a quarter trillion dollars in philanthropy — not including Hurricane Katrina. Gupta reasoned that every human wants to leave a legacy. "(You) can't take the money in the casket," Gupta joked. When Gupta was asked what concerns he would most likely address first as the new UA president, he told students and faculty he would look at all concerns and try to find a common tie or theme, such as the need for a quality education. "No one can deny that," Gupta said. "Once you create the wins you start developing more resources to meet stakeholders needs."